SPIRIT OF NORTHWESTERN

2018-19 Leadership

DRUM MAJOR
Hope Spaw – Head Drum Major
Brandon Brumbelow
Michael King

BAND CAPTAINS
John David Floyd
Samantha Morris

PICCOLO
Rachelle Edwards
Rebecca Marchand
Jasmine Myles

MELLOPHONE
Caitlyn Barber
Daniel Miner

TROMBONE
Kasey Dice
Zach Hevron
Jacob St. Pierre

BARITONE
Khairiq Frost
Cody James

TENORS
Steven Wimberley

BASS DRUMS
Jami Rivers

Cymbals
Ciara Gibbs

SAXOPHONE
Stephen Garrett
Daniel Larin
Laura Lovell
Adam Normand

FRENCH HORN – Nb

SOUSAPHONE
Gustavo Corrales
Dean Mayeaux
Nathan Nors

FRONT ENSEMBLE
Haley Joncas

TRUMPET
Austin Beene
Cody Vorwerk
Syroi Webb

MONDAY ENSEMBLE

SNARE
Braylen Dugas

DEMON HEAT
TBD

DAZZLERS
Maci Burt – Captain
Mallory Martinez – Co-Captain
Brea Housley – Lieutenant
Alexzandra Hattier – Lieutenant